


Name: _____________________________________  Grade: _____

I can write an opinion piece on a topic and support my point of view with reasons and information.

Four-Square Writing 2: Choose whether you will write about your school, your town or your state. Then, complete the squares with
your reasons and supporting details.

Challenge: Turn the paper over and change your four-square into a paragraph. Remember to use connecting words and a good hook.



Name: _____________________________________  Grade: _____

I can write a creative text. I can produce clear and coherent writing.

Prompt Writings 2: Answer the following journal prompts. Be creative!

1. Write 4 sentences in which every word in the sentence starts with the same letter. Try to use at least four words in each
sentence. For example:
Every elephant eats eggs. Many monsters make me mad.

2. Write 3 sentences  in which every word begins with the last letter of the word before it. For example:
We eat tacos sometimes. Do otters swim most Tuesdays?

3. Draw a picture of a silly creature or monster. Then, write 5 complete sentences to describe your creature.  Describe what
it looks like and what your creature can do.

Challenge: Write your own prompt rule on the back. Have someone in your family try to do it.



Pick a Math Activity!

● Pick two playing cards and use cereal pieces or macaroni to make a model of a multiplication or division fact.

● Play Fact War by splitting the cards into two piles. Each player flips two cards over, and the player with the greater
product/quotient keeps both cards.

● Pick two cards and draw a picture to show a multiplication or division fact.

● Write a word problem to go with a fact. For 3 x 6, you might write “There were 3 bags of apples and 6 apples in each
bag. How many apples were there?” Then solve your word problem.

● Spread out all the cards on the table. Say a product/quotient and have your child use the cards to make the fact
that goes with it. For example, you say “12” and your child might choose 3 x 4 or they may choose 24 divided by 2.

● Play What’s Missing. Read a fact to your child with one number missing. Have your child tell you what number is
missing. For example, 8 x ? = 56. What number is missing?

For something different, you could use dice instead of playing cards!
____________________________________________________________________________

Other Resources to use at home:

BLOG site of the MEDIA SPECIALISTS, Mrs. Seeger and Mrs. Waltman.
There are lots of great things to do within these links!!

https://mrswaltmanmedia.blogspot.com/
http://seegermedia.blogspot.com/

https://mrswaltmanmedia.blogspot.com/
http://seegermedia.blogspot.com/

